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Paul Lastrucci

Greetings!
Approaching the eve of 2021 that undoubtedly has
crept up quicker than a tom cat on steroids, we
face the holidays as we know it, which are just
around the corner The usual heightened banter
around the imminent 4th wave swell that looks to
be headed our way over this period. For those
that are gainfully employed there may be a bit of a
break over the festive season, following on from a
busy, but not as busy as in previous years, aviation
function laden November which was the norm.
So, in the absence of personal interaction, I
believe it befitting at this forum to thank our
members and office bearers for the hard work
done during the year.
We got a clean slate re the ARO audit that took
place on the 10th of November and all the thanks
goes to Marie Reddy and Mark Clulow and yours
truly, we managed to ensure we continue as a
happy compliant bunch of recreational aviators,
right here in sunny South Africa. Also, thanks to
Claude and Shakil from SACAA who assisted with
guidance and direction. We renew now in Feb for
2022 which is the next ARO intervention required
which we look forward to.
As expected up here on the Highveld, the
thunderstorms have become angry in the
afternoons and we have seen some pretty
interesting weather as a result. The Krugersdorp
Flying Club arranged a Fly In and true to form the
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weather was not ideal however, the Flying Lions
still managed to put in an appearance which as
always is spectacular, and there were a few of the
EAA planes that came in however, were all safely
back in their hangars by the time the sky became
“omnicronomis”
Sun n Fun at Brits airfield went off well earlier this
month with the gist of the activities on the
Saturday, however by the time Sat afternoon
came, the airfield was bare. It would have been
great for more guys to stay over, however cautious
weather planning which is a good thing and as
mentioned above, in anticipation of angry
afternoon skies, it prompted a lot of the local guys
to err on the side of caution and have their steeds
tucked away in one piece at their home bases and
out of any danger before the clouds started
swearing. Safety is always paramount and this
culture permeates within our members, to ensure
we will get to see one another again at the next
events. We are working on ways to attract
consistent participation at these events.
Many thanks to the guys that came from far,
Horace Blok, Trevor Davis, and Dr Mike Brown to
name a few, it was great to have representation
from the fairest Cape as well as the usual
lowvelders, Peter Lea who always make a
concerted effort to place the EAA high on their
priority list. It was a great safe event nonetheless
and the bushveld hospitality is always out of this
world.
The Aircraft that we judged were
absolutely superb, the workmanship and attention
to detail is world class and it was a great pleasure
awarding the owners who prepared so well with
our EAA awards that they can display in their man
caves, hangars or any pride of place they choose.
“Wereens Dankie Brits Vliegclub.” Julle is Ysters!!
On a serious note, we are approaching
membership renewal time again for 2022 and I
urge our members to renew and once again be
part of the great camaraderie that the EAA offers.
Your membership also makes it possible to ensure
specific representation en mass on matters EAA,
that reside within the corridors of the SA CAA or
any other governing parastatal that and the like.
Over the year’s legislative issues always appear on
the tables from time to time, and they require
direct and succinct scrutiny from within our ranks

of EAA National and the Aero Club. We have many
years of vital information and experience that
respectfully guides reason when it comes to
recreational amateur built and vintage flying and
aircraft in South Africa. Your membership also
grows the EAA in South Africa. It also gives back as
was seen in the pilot bursary scheme spearheaded
by Chapter 322.
Many thanks to our Vice President Dave Toma,
superbly qualified who also avails lots of time on
legislative issues where necessary. We are also
fortunate to have momentum through the Aero
Club Exco and the co-opted and EAA appointed
members, who deal with a myriad of legislative
and technical issues from within the EAA.
These guys and girls ensure that any legislation
that affects the EAA is well scrutinized and tabled
at the appropriate forums, this to ensure that they
do not impact or inversely affect our freedom of
the skies and it is for that reason I strongly believe
that if you fly an NTCA aircraft, you should part
with a bit your hard-earned cash (Beer Money) and
be members of the 101 year old Aero Club. I
sincerely believe we are very fortunate to have the
momentum and skill of Rob Jonkers, Martinus
Potgieter and the entire AeCSA council
representatives from the various ARO’s who guide,
provide representation and act swiftly, as we saw
during the initial lockdown no fly zone fiasco.
Through these guys recreational aviation took the
lead to develop alternatives to ensure continuance
albeit pilot or aircraft currency during this time.
Also great kudos and thanks to Andy Lawrence and
Pete Lastrucci who steered the EAA through the
AP Scheme deliberations this year. Andy, a many
time aircraft builder and restoration award winner
and Pete who is a walking encyclopedia of all
things technical and a perfectionist who has
assisted many members with their builds, avail
their time freely to promote and guide the
technical aspect of the EAA. They make it available
to any of our members who seek to embark on a
build or restoration or simply get bitten by this
lifelong passion. Equally, guys like Wimpy Jordaan
and Hans de Beer who bring such a huge amount
of experience, and eagerly take time out of their
busy Type Certified schedules to promote and
engage and bring a wealth of knowledge to our

EAA Activities, Gents we are eternally grateful.
We also saw EAA Member Neil Murray complete
an agile little Vans RV 3 that took to the skies for
the first time a few days ago, testament to just
what our members are capable of.
We also owe gratitude to the flying clubs, airfields,
breakfast venues, sponsors who also avail their
time and resources to welcome our passionate
aviators and international friends that have taken
the time to participate and visit us this year. I’m
sure once normality prevails, which I am sure it
will, they will reciprocate and welcome our SA
members to their chapters and hangars across the
Atlantic to continue the camaraderie. Also huge
thanks to the aviation press that are always in
attendance and for the up-to-date articles and
amazing pictures you cover on all the events.
Merry Christmas, Happy Holidays, Happy New
Year, to everyone, it’s time to relax and keep the
beers even closer now.
Celebrate whatever there is to celebrate, but
celebrate.!
Stay Safe - Paul
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7.

Wednesday 3rd November 2021
Now back to Covid Level 1 Lockdown Level, it was
touch and go whether we should make this one
“live” once again. however, with a huge workload
on us with Sun ‘n Fun happening on the following
weekend, it was decided to keep things simple and
run the gathering and AGM as a zoom event.
After encouraging attendees
to scan the MACH QR Code
we presented our mystery
personality (left). I few
guesses including Douglas
Bader, but no one posted the
correct answer, Wilhelm Emil
"Willy" Messerschmitt,
26 June 1898 to 15
September 1978 German
aircraft designer and manufacturer.
New 322 members, Hein de Waal, Christo Marais,
Carel Theron, Gareth van Kets and Tiaan Viljoen
were then welcomed, as well as our special guests
from abroad and local.
November saw 17 322 members celebrate
birthdays – Happy Birthday to you all and we hope
the day was good!
Future events mainly concentrated on the up
coming Sun ‘n Fun weekend at Brits airfield. It was
also noted that our Top Gun Maverick private
viewing, intended to be our year-end event as
well, was postponed as the movie will only be
released in March 2022.
Members were also reminded that the November
edition of our newsletter Contact! was out and
those that contributed articles were thanked!
Next was the formal proceedings of EAA Chapter
322’s Annual General Meeting. The Agenda for the
meeting was as follows:
1. Apologies
2. Minutes of A.G.M. held on 3rd November 2019
3. President’s Report
4. Treasurer’s Report
5. Membership
6. Safety
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8.
9.

Election of Office Bearers
1. President
2. Vice President
3. Secretary
4. Treasurer
General
Closing

The President’s report covered a summary of the
year’s activities and how the pandemic had
affected us – our newly found virtual gatherings,
international presenters, breakfast fly-ins and the
many activities we learned to appreciate again!

The August Zoom gathering featured
Charlie Becker’s Oshkosh 2021 report
The new committee was also elected for 2022
• Chairman Neil Bowden
• Vice Chairman Sean Cronin
• Treasurer Mark Clulow
• Secretary Ronell Myburgh
Thanks were also due to the the many people who
had helped 322 during the year, those who had
contributed articles to the newsletter, helped
organising events, negotiated on our behalf with
SACAA and kept us flying affordably!
Treasurers report by Mark Clulow showed that 322
was in good financial shape and membership
numbers had grown during the year.
The meeting ended with a relaxing event report
back by Karl Jensen covering the Taildraggers Fly-in
to Bela Bela, the Krugersdorp spot landing day, Fun
Fly-in to Panorama, Silver Creek and Tranquillity
and a quick preview of Kevin Hopper’s Orion Cub
aircraft kit being developed at Krugersdorp. Thanks
to all who contributed and all that
attended. See you at the next one!

EAA SUN ‘N FUN
5-7 NOVEMBER 2021 : BRITS AIRFIELD
A personal review by Marie Reddy
Thanks to everyone that joined us at Brits
Airfield for EAA of SA Sun ‘n Fun. The fact that
you committed to being there and you made
the effort to stay for the weekend, makes it all
worth while. We do understand that the
weather is always a factor and if this
prevented you from joining us, hopefully you
will be at the next one - for the weekend.
I chose to camp this year to make sure that I
could experience what the campers normally
endure at these events. As my aircraft just has
enough space for me and my luggage, I hired
a tent from the supplier. Once again, I would
be able to experience what we ask our
members to do and not retreat to the comfort
of a luxury guest house.
I was fortunate to have Hennie and Carl
camping close by and the company was good.
Graham and Venessa Richardson also
camped close to us. The refreshments were
cold, the company was enjoyable, and we had
lots to talk about. I would have done a little
more for the campers. My tent was more
spacious enough, my luggage and all the
containers of goods for the event. The

Trevor Davis (above) from Knysna via Barberton
and Horace Blok from Mossell Bay were awarded
longest distance flown to the event
stretcher was surprisingly comfortable, and I
slept well. We were hoping to have a coffee
station at the campsite, with some seating but
hopefully this will be done the next time. I was

Part of the campsite on the airfield
up early to check the urn was hot and the
coffee station was set up outside the Club
House. Yollie was already preparing breakfast
for us in the kitchen.
While it is nice to be on the airfield and I don’t
mind camping – there are negatives for the
campers. While the costs are not the same as
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a guest house, camping is not cheap, unless
you do it all yourself. There is also the
“evening entertainment” from the noisy
residents close to the airfield. Personally, I do
not like portable loos or showers and frankly I
don’t know anyone that does, but I thought – if
we expect all the other campers to use these,
we should make sure to do the same and
understand where we can improve. I opted for
the Flying Club shower the second morning.
The portable are costly and small and must be
a challenge for most people, but they do serve
a specific need and they are the only suitable
solution for us to use for an annual occasion at
this stage.

Hennie Roets from Kroonstad busy at the braai
people get to socialize more while cooking and
standing around the fire, and 2) as numbers
cannot be guaranteed, it helps avoid wastage
and the unnecessary loss if we have a spit
braai for example. While it sounds delicious, if
people don’t commit, we cannot expect the
Flying Club or the EAA to carry this cost.

The aircraft line=up Saturday morning
It would have been great to have more people
on the airfield camping but maybe next year?!
The event itself went off as a normal EAA
weekend - we were fairly organised and the
rest people made up as we went.

Rally entrants at the briefing
The weekend events and entertainment went
off well, with a Fun Rally & the spot landing
being run by Rob Jonkers of SAPFA (and an
EAA member). Karl Jensen was on the mike
all weekend, which we all know he enjoys and
is the perfect host for - nobody wants that job!

The prepack delicious braai raw material
Roel and the team at Brits Flying Club went
out of their way to help with this event and
while we braai almost every weekend at home,
I am not a fan of a braai pack dinner at an
airfield. There are however positives to this 1)
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Karl Jensen on the mike reading the Poppy Day
memorial

Karl, so a big thank you! A memorial for
Armistice Day was included with red paper
poppies being dopped over the field on
Saturday afternoon.

The Flying Lions put on a magnificent display Photo
Pilots Post
The Flying Lions are always a hit and were
superb, on the ground and in the air, thanks to
Puma Energy and this energetic group of
aviators. Paul Lastrucci took the lead with
aircraft judging and commented that even
though there were only a few entrants, the
quality of work he saw was exceptional.

Rene Clulow at the EAA “merch” stand
collect these at your earliest convenience if
you have not already. Unfortunately, I only
found out late on Saturday that the planned
entertainer would not be arriving, and it was
too late to make other plans, so a quiet
evening was had by most and with the number
of people there, perhaps this was for the best.
CAA did pop in to visit the event.
The weather camera and spot landing camera
provided by Bernard at Aviation Web Cams
and Aviation Direct, were a brilliant service and
we hope to be able to improve of this facility
for future events.
It was rather windy when I flew across on
Friday afternoon, however, I am quite
conservative and while I was blown around a
little in my Icarus, I was not uncomfortable or
felt I was in danger at any stage. If this had
been the case, I would have returned to FAKR
or landed at the closest airfield en-route. I was
not unhappy to hear that the airfield was not
busy, and I could join on long finals on 02 from
Brits.

Chief Judge – Paul Lastrucci
Although not on the “entertainment” schedule,
Rene Clulow was on form selling EAA T-shirts
and paraphernalia. Then Saturday evening
came and time for Prize Giving and
entertainment. Most people did not stay the
night so while they were announced as prize
winners, there prize and goodie bags are all
still with me. Please make arrangements to

Flying in the Rally with Sean Cronin was
actually very enjoyable. We were horrific at
keeping track of where we were heading, but
that’s what you get when you ask a woman to
navigate. We spoke and laughed more than
we focused on the flying. It was very hot and
quite turbulent for a Bat Hawk, but no more so
than I experience in my own aircraft. Well
done Sean for competing, allowing a woman
to navigate and for your excellent spot landing.
We still have no idea how we came third, but
we will take it and just say thanks for the great
goodie bag.
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Nigel Musgrave and his team, as well as Roel
and the Bits Flying club team – thank you for
keeping us safe. We know that this is a joint
effort. If you have never been up to the tower
at Brits, you won’t appreciate how extremely
hot it gets inside, which makes for rather
uncomfortable working conditions that these
air traffic advisors brush off and continue as
normal

The ATNS events team at Brits - Eugene Hlungwani
FAKN, Megan Evans FAPE & Benji Phukubje.
While I see aviation suppliers as part of us and
not just sponsors – it was really great to have
the usual crowd along and the new people –
welcome and we hope to see you again. While
we love your sponsorship and we sincerely
appreciate it, it is never a prerequisite to you
joining us at an event.

Hein de Waal and son of VNAV Leather drove up
from Ceres!
The weekend BIG positive was seeing all my
aviation friends again and being able to catch
up a little and also make a small contribution
to the EAA by helping where I can. It was
great to see Mike Brown and Horace Blok
again. You guys' ROCK for making the effort !
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For those that don’t participate at events, this
is the greatest loss – an opportunity to
network. Hopefully once the Corona virus has
run its course, more people will venture to inperson events.
Lots of members helped make this event
possible and I cannot list them all as I would
take up half the newsletter. For those that I
haven’t mentioned personally, we know who
you are, and we take this opportunity to thank
you for supporting EAA and the aviators.
A massive thanks to Neil Bowden for all the
work he does. Most people have no idea how
much time and effort is put in to ensure that
the EAA functions well and we take care of our
members needs as best possible. It is not
always possible to please everyone, but I can
certainly say that attending an event like EAA
of SA Sun ‘n Fun as a day visitor, as a
weekend visitor in a guest house or as a
weekend camper at the airfield, while they are
all different experiences, they are all enjoyable
and comfortable. If it is possible, I will certainly
camp again in the future.
To everyone that supports the EAA, by simply
being a member, participating in events,
volunteering, donations, or in any other way –
you are appreciated and without everyone in
our aviation community, we would not flourish
as we do. It is not just a matter of Part 149 and
that you have to be a member of the
appropriate ARO, but it is about the people
and the community. We need your support in
order that EAA may be able to support you in
aviation matters.
A BIG thank you to our sponsors below!

2021 Awards

LONGEST DISTANCE FLOWN
HORACE BLOK ZU EAA (top) Mossel Bay &
TREVOR DAVIS ZU RVT George

BEST WARBIRD
JAMES BAIN ZU RBK Alouette II

BEST ROTORWING
ANTON VON WILLICH ZU RMW Gazelle

BEST HOMEBUILT AIRCRAFT
MIKE DAVIS & TONY VAN DEN HEUWEL
ZU CLC Osprey GP 4

BEST VINTAGE AIRCRAFT
KEATON PERKINS ZS MHV Super Decathlon

BEST KIT BUILT AIRCRAFT
DEREK HOPKINS ZU NDH RV 8

WINNER ADVENTURE RALLY
PIERRE DIPPENAAR ZS PCX Piper J3 Cub
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WINNER SPOT LANDING & 2nd PLACE
ADVENTURE RALLY
Fanie Scholtz & Carla Haasbroek
Sling 2 ZU-FZF

2ND PLACE SPOT LANDING & 3rd PLACE
ADVENTURE RALLY Sean Cronin & Marie
Reddy Bat Hawk ZU IGI

3rd PLACE SPOT LANDING
Neil Bowden & Iaan Myburgh
Sling 2 ZU OSH

WATCH AFRICAN PILOT’S SUN ‘N FUN
VIDEO!

A big thank you to all those who helped and all those who attended!

Thank you to new PPL, 19 year old Abed-Nego Matsinhe and Phil Scallan who volunteered during the
weekend!
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Eugene Couzyn wearing a Chapter 932 USA T-shirt

The Sling Factory Team

The awards evening

Roel Jansen & Yolande from BFC with Karl Jensen,
receiving their Certificate of Appreciation for hosting
this event
The large Bedouin tent provided lots of shade

Sean Cronin and Student in a Bat Hawk

Rogues Gallery - L to R Brian Appleton, Ricardo De
Bonis, Mike Brown, Erez Halivni Tel Aviv visitor,
Rodney Chinn & Karl Jensen

Trevor Davis heading home to George in his
magnificent 3rd RV

Cell phone tutorial with accompanying brews

Part of the Campground Contact! November 2021 10

Aircraft judging - Keaton Perkins' Super Decathlon

Friday afternoon shower in the distance

The Puma Energy Flying Lions

Kous Venter EAA 322, looking for inspiration

St Declans project, Baden Dowie and pupils

Final departures on Sunday morning

Rene Clulow and the EAA “merch” store

Early morning on the airfield

The Brits compass braai

Community Spirit in Aviation!

The tattered windsock the next morning

LSA Covers Quick to the Rescue!
Saturday evening during the awards ceremony at
Sun ‘n Fun, the wind began to blow, and when we
say blow, we mean BLOW! For the first time ever, I
witnessed a windsock burst as a strong gust came
through. Luckily all the aircraft parked outside
were OK.
It was very heart warming to to see the quick
response from Vanessa and Graham Richardson of
LSA Covers who, without hesitation, quickly
volunteered to donate to the Brits Flying Club, a
new windsock, valued at around R3 000!
It is this spirit of helping and giving that make the
EAA and our aviation community such a great
community to be part of. Thank you Vanessa and
Graham, your generosity is greatly appreciated!

Roel Jansen, Chairman of the Brits Flying Club,
thanking LSA Covers for their swift donation, while
the ripped sock flutters in the background
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RV-3 Build Completed
Neil Murray’s project is ready for flight!!

The Lycoming IO 320 was finally re-attached to the
airframe and most of the accessories fitted.
Cables routed and re-routed due to the very small
and inaccessible space between the firewall and
rear of the power plant.
All oil hoses and fuel hoses made and fitted.
Everything was then carted to my hangar at
Panorama where the final assembly was about to
begin at the beginning of October.
Wings and empennage were re-attached and all
rigging done, control surfaces attached with
control rods finally rigged etc.

Canopy was fitted and I opted to use a lift strut to
keep the canopy open as opposed to the lanyard
suggestion in the build manual.

Next came setting the timing on the two P-Mag-E
Mags ,filling the engine with straight aero shell oil
and getting ready to start the motor.
I disconnected the main fuel line and filled it up
with avgas to enable easier priming and to make
sure the electric pump was working.

I opted to fabricate an electric elevator trim
mechanism which is housed under the vertical
stabiliser as there is no space in the elevator as in
all the other RV models.
All internal fitment of stuff followed, more final
wiring done, all electrics checked and radio
checked for proper operation.
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Then cranked the motor with plugs out and
ignition off to get the oil pressure up.
Once this was done refitted plugs etc primed and
cranked her over. The motor started on about
three turns and ran like a dream.
I did another ground run last week to check all
engine parameters and was happy.
The little RV is now ready for the final inspection
and test flight.
All my paperwork has been submitted to CAA for
the proving flight authority and who knows how
long this will take.
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IT(Y) FLEW!
Well done to Neil Murray – first flight of his RV
3 ZU ITY on Saturday 26th November 2021. Kit
was purchased in 2013 but work only began in
September 2019
“My little RV3 build now finally completed,
took to the air yesterday at the capable hands
of Trevor Warner. All temps pressures etc. spot
on and she flew flawlessly”

Test Flight Van’s RV 3 ZU-ITY 27th Nov 2021
I have known Neil Murray for a long time and have
had the privilege of watching him build and restore
many aeroplanes over the years.
Some months back when Neil called me and asked
if I would be prepared to test fly his RV 3, I knew I
was in for a treat.
The day arrived and I was not disappointed.
Neil and I spent some time going over the aircraft
and some of it’s unique peculiarities wart
magnetos and propellor limitations.
Carefully climbing into the tiny cockpit I was very
aware of just how small the RV 3 is. “Snug” comes
to mind. However, I found the seating and general
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cockpit layout to be very comfortable.
Start and taxi were straight forward but what did
become apparent immediately was how light and
sensitive the tailwheel steering was on the ground.
I cautioned myself against overactivity in that
department during take-off and landing.
The conditions at Panorama Park on the Saturday
morning were cool and overcast with about a
1500’ ceiling and a 5 kt northerly breeze. I taxied
and entered to backtrack runway 02. Avoiding a
lengthy runup on a brand-new engine, with all
systems operating perfectly, I lined up and slowly
opened the throttle. With the 160hp 0-320 and
the whirlwind 3 bladed prop at 2650rpm, the little
aerie is no sloth. Tail up with no surprises and
seconds later airborne, what became apparent
immediately was how hard I was pulling to hold
the climb attitude. A little more aft trim and the
RV 3 crossed the upwind threshold at about 500’
and indicating 100mph.
An interesting characteristic of the RV 3 is that the
elevator does not have horn balances as do all the
other RV variants and as a result, she is
surprisingly heavy in pitch. It soon became
apparent that the roll rate is not disappointing,
and I would guess a little more sprightly in roll
than any of the other RV’s that I have flown.
Of course, being a brand-new engine, the best
treatment is to run it as hard as possible for as
long as possible to start the process of bedding in
rings etc with the mineral oil that is used for the
job.
I settled into a wide orbit around Panorama a little
below cloud base and was soon impressed by the
speed of the little plane with the IAS settling at
about 175mph. That was without wheel spats and
gear-leg fairings fitted. I am pretty sure that some
RV 8 pilots and are going to be hard pressed to
keep up.
With all engine parameters exactly where one
would like them, a rainstorm began approaching
from the west and it was decision time. Either
land after only 15 minutes airborne, (not ideal for
the run-in process of a new engine) or move over
to Tedderfield which was in the clear. I did the
latter and spent the next 15 minutes flying a
similar pattern over the Tedderfield circuit.
With the weather moving on, I proceeded back to
Panorama and soon after was joined by Derek
Hopkins and Andre Venter with his camera in the
Hopkins RV 8. Neil Murray in his RV 8 also joined
us, to take a closer look at his new creation.

Once we broke the formation and with 45 minutes
of full throttle time on the new RV 3 it was time to
start gently taking the power off. Next was to visit
the stall characteristics prior to approach and
landing.
In true Van’s style the stalls bore no surprises at
all. Clean stall at 63mph and a landing config stall
at 58mph (for those who know me, I must just add
that this was accomplished at exactly 1g) Neither
of these resulted any real wing drop.
That meant that the approach was to be flown at
75mph.
The approach, landing (tail low wheeler) and rollout revealed no surprises.
I have heard it said that the most delightful Van’s
aeroplane is the RV 3 and now having had the
privilege of flying one I am inclined to agree.
Well done to Neil on a magnificent build and I wish
you many happy years of flying.
Trevor Warner

MAYDAY MAYDAY MAYDAY!!!
– a radio call that no pilot ever wants to make or
for that matter, ever wants to hear while in the
air.
A ‘Mayday’ call indicates that someone is in
trouble and is looking for help.
Responding to a ‘Mayday’ call” could mean the
difference between a disaster taking place and a
satisfactory outcome to an emergency situation.
However, once back on the ground, are we
(members of the aviation community) ready to
make a ‘Mayday’ call when we are in need of
help to enable us to cope with a critical incident
and other life crises?
Secondly, on hearing a “call for help” from a
fellow aviator, do we respond or do we hope that
someone else will?

In general, most people are willing to help
others, however, when dealing with a ‘critical
incident or personal crisis’ there could be a
reluctance to get involved, possibly due to a
feeling of being ill-equipped; this is where
Mayday-SA (MDSA) can be called upon to
provide support.
“Mayday-SA is a group of volunteers offering a
confidential and compassionate support
network to South African aviation licence
holders in crisis.
We provide confidential support to colleagues,
their families and friends who may feel isolated
and have trouble coping with emotional
reactions and responses to circumstances
arising from critical incidents and other life
crises.”
Call us any time of the day or night, if you
need help coping after:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An accident or incident
A significant operational event
Death of family or friend
Victim of crime
Relationship or family issues
Life/career crisis
Major illness affecting aviation medical
Any other issue that affects you as an
individual, and/or your work.
Dial 012-333-6000 and request to speak to a
Mayday-SA peer. Staff will ensure that a
Mayday-SA Peer Volunteer will call you back
within a 6-hour window.

When calling, be ready with this vital
information:
Your name, your contact number, and basic
reason for your call (include as much other
information as you feel comfortable disclosing)
Please remember that a ‘Mayday’ call could
mean the difference between a disaster taking
place and a satisfactory outcome to an
emergency situation.

Mayday-SA is here for you 24/7/365
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Mayday-SA needs our

To raise much needed funds, they will be holding a nationwide auction
in February 2022 and will be looking for aviation related goods and
prizes, rides in aircraft and sponsors. If you can help please come
forward! Below is a letter addressed to EAA from CEO Jaco van der
Westhuizen

Mayday-SA
Postnet Suite 788, Private Bag X43
Sunninghill, GP, 2157
Phone: +2782 49 68728
E-Mail: maydaysouthafrica@gmail.com
Web: www.mayday-sa.org.za

15 November 2022

Dear EAA Member,
Mayday Mayday Mayday!!! The international radio call made by aviators in distress - Mayday-SA derives its name from this
In the aftermath of the tragic accident, involving two Albatross aircraft near Tzaneen in 2011, the aviation industry realised the
need for an organisation which could provide confidential support to any pilot,
family or friends who may be affected by a
Mayday-SA (MDSA) was
Being a non-profit organisation MDSA has been financially backed by a number of sponsors/partners. Over the past 10 years
this backing has enabled us to help pilots (and their families) cope with critical incidents and life stressors in general. Into the
future, it is
vision to expand our reach into more parts of the aviation industry such as Cabin Crew,
and Ground
personnel and to provide support and guidance on Mental Health and Wellbeing.
To do this MDSA is planning the following initiatives:
Develop material which can be used at flight schools, flying clubs,
charter companies and airlines (material will
cover subjects such as
is mental health, what are the risk signs, how do I recognise the risks in myself, how do I
get help before it affects my license or safety performance?).
Expand our
group by training more volunteer pilots, cabin crew and maintenance engineers willing to support
other license holders.
Provide posters, promoting mental health and wellbeing and Mayday-SA contact details, to flight schools, flying clubs,
charter companies and airline crew rooms;
To implement these initiatives additional finance will be required and in order to generate some of this income, MDSA is
planning to hold a nationwide auction in February 2022. The public will be invited to bid for prizes such as:
Sunset helicopter flights.
Tandem parachute jumps
GA aircraft flights.
A visit to a flight simulator.
Tandem glider flights.
Vintage aircraft flights.
In order for this to be really successful, we need to ask for the support of EAA members. Whether by making aircraft available for
flights, making other aviation related prizes available, taking part in the auction or encouraging friends and family to take part. All
sponsors will be acknowledged on an
basis, during the promotion of the auction.
By making this auction successful the sponsors will in turn make MDSA more effective in supporting aviation personnel in crisis. I
would like to thank you in advance for your support.
Yours in safety!

Jaco van der Westhuizen
Mayday-SA CEO
Mobile: 0837977001
E-mail: jacovdw@ahfi.co.za

Peer-to-Peer Mayday-SA NPC Registration number: 2013/029160/08
Directors: Ms W Santilhano; Mr M D Groch; Ms P Mdletse
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The (Unofficial) Rules of
Flying
Submitted by Donovan Kemp

Craig Warner’s article, When a simulated
emergency becomes all too real, got me thinking
about my rules of flying. Mr. Warner’s article
caused me to go rummaging around my scribblings
to review the list of rules I use. The following are a
collection of rules or sayings I have collected,
borrowed, and forgot to return later—filing off the
serial numbers or just stolen over the years. They
come from different times, from a variety of
situations, and from pilots I have known and flown
with. Some of the rules you may already know of
(such as the first one). I give credit to pilots and
maintenance magicians who originally told the
rules to me.
Mr. Warner provided a list of his rules, which are a
valuable aid when flying or instructing. With the
Rules of Flying, I do know if you break or try to
bend them slightly, you will die. That much is
certain. To quote aviator Jimmy Buffet, “evolution
can be mean.”
So, let’s begin.
1. Fly the plane.
2. THINK!
3. If you cannot do rule #2 do rule #1.
4. When in doubt, don’t.
5. Never let someone on the ground do your
thinking for you while you’re in the air. That also
reads: do not bust your ass, and do not let anyone
else bust your ass either.
6. Knob fiddling will get you killed.
7. Check six.
8. The flight is not over until the chocks are set.
9. Twenty four hours from bottle to throttle. (It
was originally reported this was 24 feet.)
10. Never be too proud to go around.

11. Any aircraft will kill you if it gets half a chance.
12. At some time, you are going to realize it is time
to walk away from it.
13. Never stop flying the airplane to fly the mic.
14. Never believe your own PR. That reads: never
let your mouth overload your capabilities.
15. A ride in an airplane and a free meal are two of
the three things a pilot never turns down. (Dick
Rutan, 1994.)
16. If you’re up to your ass in gomers, you’re in
combat.
17. You are never stuck in an airplane until you
have been at full power for five minutes. (Chuck
Yeager, regarding the taxi procedures of the F111.)
18. Always use industrial strength deterrent.
(Example: if you think you should declare an
emergency, you’re over-thinking the situation, and
no you are not bothering ATC in doing so.)
19. Remember to feel sorry for pilots who never
had a chance to ware Nomex. (Reference rule 31)
20. It is better to be noticed and be a smoking
hole, than to be a smoking hole and never be
noticed (Lt. C. Denny LT, aka Cooter)
21. If you are unsure, the claymore is pointing
toward you.
22. Fighter pilots always need more tail. (General
Pete Everest on stability and control of the YF100.)
23. It was (is) a mistaken idea that if you have Air
Force wings you cannot die. (Scott Crossfield on
the X-2’s dynamic instability.)
24. The only flight time that counts is straight up
and straight down. (J. Stuart Holder, world speed
record in an F-106.)
25. You can try to turn a bad approach in to a good
landing. That’s what those dents on the fantail of
aircraft carriers are from. (Told to me by an old LSO
on a dark night in the O club… Also see rule 10.)
26. There are three things you can not use in
aviation: the runway behind you, the altitude
above you, and a 10th of a second ago. (It was also
reported to me that another thing was that was
also equally useless is a navigator with the rank of
Major.)
27. In aviation you are your own saviour.
(Reference rule #34)
28. If it has wheels or wings on it, it’s going to give
you trouble. (Cooter; perhaps modified slightly to
maintain a G-rated article.)
29. Being a student pilot means never having to
say you’re sorry.
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30. Life begins at Mach one.
31. If God meant man to fly, he would have been
born with baggy green skin. (see #19)
32. It is better to seek forgiveness that gain
permission. (All test pilots from all times)
33. Never let aviation interfere with your flying.
34. Technology will not save your ass.
35. You spend all day killing idiots. And there is
always one more. (Rafael Gomez Sajardo, LAX
aircraft maintenance manager for IBER with 35
years’ experience.)

36. Always have an infinite capacity to be wary. (J.
Archibald, TWA flight engineer, professor of
systems engineering and the only student pilot
with 20,000 hours of flight time when he obtained
his private pilot certificate; also builder of Stits
Playmat N77JA.)
37. The only time you have to much fuel is when
you’re on fire.
38. Never do aerobatics in an airplane that is older
than you are.
If you can add to the list, please feel free to do so.

In the Spirit of Aviation
Our friend Erez Halivni is an aviation nut or in the
words of Mr Jeppesen, a real Aviator. Avgas is in
his blood. His father was in the air force and then
an airline pilot with an illustrious career. Erez
himself is ex air force, having flown many fast jet
aircraft including Kfir’s and F-16’s. Not many
people can be included in both the caterpillar club
and partaking in air to air combat in anger.
His mistress is an ex South African Tiger Moth now
living in Israel and as is the tradition with
mistresses, this old lady is doted over.
Over the last decade Erez has been coming to
South Africa frequently and has made many good
friends in our flying community. In a conversation
pre lock down, it was mentioned that there is a
Dragon Rapide in this country. It turns out that

this is an aircraft that Erez has on his bucket list.
Now in his country it seems that miracles do
happen. So we decided to try and make this
bucket list happen.
A call to Mark Sahd, the owner of the Rapide and
also a wonderful collection of amazing aircraft was
placed and a plan for a visit was hatched. The
world being strange place at the moment means
that Erez’s company is not flying to these shores
right now. With travel restrictions easing up, our
friend Erez bought an Economy class ticket on a
competing airline, to come and visit us. How he
must have suffered traveling in a part of the
aircraft that I am sure he did not know existed.
This man is made of tough stuff so he suffered the
journey that us mortals normally endure and
arrived for a few days of Aviation. We made sure
that this event coincided with Fun ‘n Sun at Brits.
On the Thursday before Sun ‘n Fun Erez, the
General (Brian Stableford) and myself set sail in
the Mooney from Rand to Queenstown. What a
The ex WW2 Military Hangars at Queenstown
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perfect day it was for my two co-crew members,
wonderful weather, the promise of great aviation
times ahead and of course me to pick on. Not
easy flying with over fifty thousand hours of
experience going out of their way to make my life
a misery. Well we survived and were greeted in
Queenstown by Mark himself.

intent. We flew around these huge cells and
landed at Rand uneventfully. What a time we had
had in Queenstown.

Brian’s beautiful Chipmunk Photo Pilot’s Post

Mark’s de Havilland DH.89A Dragon Rapide c/n
6831 ZS-JGV

Saturday dawned and back to Rand. Erez has a
local validation so he flew the Chipmunk and I
took the Citabria with Ricardo De Bonis doing the
flying.

Mark is the Capo de Capi of Queenstown airfield.
What a spectacular airfield. There is not a blade of
grass out of place largely due to Scotty and Fraser.
The gardens and facilities are immaculate and you
get a free cup of coffee when you fill up with
either Avgas or Jet A1. This airfield is steeped in
aviation history and Mark is putting together a
Club house which will be more of an aviation
museum.
So there we are sitting under a tree eating
sandwiches that Mark prepared, life is good. Next
it was off to the hangar to greet Mark’s amazing
aircraft collection. However at this point we were
introduced to Scotty and Fraser who are the
robotic lawn cutters, certainly worth their weight
in gold and doing a fine job.

Erez receiving “the Longest Distance Travelled”
Award at Sun ‘n Fun Brits

Several hours later as you can imagine, we
emerged from the hangar and after a brief tour
around the town we arrived at Marks house and
were warmly greeted by Mark’s wife Lyndie.

So why is this tale being told?

What a setting, a sip or so of Scottish wine, a
wonderful braai and then to bed late in the
evening. Next morning off to a local emporium for
breakfast and then to the airport. Mark and
Lyndie are certainly the consummate hosts, what a
wonderful time we had. The Mooney fuelled and
then we set sail for Rand. Our luck that we made
the reef in time for the first major storms of the
season. The Welkom Wagters greeted us with

Again what a day, the friends, the camaraderie,
the food and the flying. Thanks to Neil Bowden,
Erez won an award for the longest journey to Sun
‘n Fun.

How many good summers do we have left to
enjoy, we have to make the most of the
opportunities as they come. We have such a
wonderful aviation community in this country,
how privileged we are.
Sunday arrived all too soon and with a huge smile
on his face, Erez once again faced economy class
as he travelled back home.
Brian Appleton November 2021
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The Orion Cub
Cub Kit from Krugersdorp!

"There is a kind of principle of the sky, a spirit of
flight that calls to certain among mankind as the
wilderness calls to some and the sea to others"Richard Bach”
This quote speaks true for us at Orion Aircraft and
it is this ideal that we have held close to our hearts
as we have tried to forge our own path through
the largely untrodden field that is bush aviation.
Designs for the Orion cub started in 2012 with a
harry riblet section STOL capable wing coupled
with a steel tube trellis frame fuselage. The
fuselage was to be fabric covered as most Cub
designs are. The wings were to be an all
aluminium construction. Kevin Hopper, the original
designer and now lead of the Orion Aircraft team,
forged along with what he was sure to be a great
success in the home builders and bush flyers
communities. Alas, it was not to be as funds to
keep the project alive became scarce and Kevin
was forced to return to building kit planes and
servicing aircraft for clients.
However, the dream was not to be ignored, and in
2019 the flames were reignited when a young man
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by the name of Aidan Cantin joined Kevin in the
pursuit of bringing the Orion Cub to the skies of
the world. Aidan was fluent in multiple CAD
design software, and the Orion cub was
completely redesigned in 3D CAD software from
start to finish. The cowlings, landing gear,
empennage, even the entire fuselage was
completely redesigned and improved in order to
achieve an "easy to build at home" kit with a

Kevin’s original design was completely redesigned in 3D CAD-

roomy cabin at 765MM/30IN inside, a large
instrument panel that can fit almost any avionics
configuration you can dream up, a chromoly steel
tube trellis frame fuselage that can handle up to
4.8 positive and 2.8 negative G loads at
800kg/1763lbs, and an impressive empty weight
of between 340kg & 350kg/ 770lbs.

two days. Throughout the entire design process
the Orion Aircraft team made repeatability of
paramount importance. Once the first fuselage
was complete, the team shifted their focus to the
tail surfaces and control column. All these
components were already designed which made
their construction fairly simple.
The cowling moulds and cowling were built next,
designed to house the entire Rotax range of
engines. The prototype will be fitted with a 100hp
engine for initial testing, later being replaced by a
914 turbo.

The 765 mm / 30” wide roomy cabin
After nearly a year of designing and redesigning,
construction of the new and improved Orion cub
began in December of 2020. At this point Dean
Hopper, Kevin's son, was added to the Orion
Aircraft team.

Maximum visibility was a prerequisite
The windscreen and side windows were moulded
in 2.5mm cast Acrylic as used for certified
helicopters. Maximum visibility was a prerequisite
during the design phase. This included a "sun roof"
and large gull wing doors which can be open
during flight.

The Orion Team, Kevin (center) with son Dean left
and Aiden right
Being around aircraft all his life through his father,
Dean became an invaluable member of the team.
The fuselage jigs were the first components to be
built. The jig was designed in such a fashion that a
new fuselage would be able to be produced every
The “Bush Gear” option is fitted with shock
absorbers
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The fuselage was designed to accommodate either
the "Speed Gear" or “Bush Gear". For the brave
souls who land their aircraft where “no man has
ever landed” the bush gear is fitted with shock
absorber suspension to soak up the punishment of
the rough terrain. The tail wheel is spring damped
and suited to the harsh environment it is likely to
encounter in the boonies.
At present the Orion Cub wings are being built
with the aim to be flying early 2022.
The Orion Aircraft team have many adventures
planned for the Orion Cub and hope to see many
taking to the skies soon!
Kevin Hopper

The fuselage jig designed for quick manufacture
of fuselages – one fuselage every two days!
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NACA oil cooler duct

CNC machined rudder pedal

MY FRIEND GEORGE

By John Illsley, Chapter 322

One of the most rewarding aspects of joining an
organization like EAA is the friends that one
makes, kindred spirits in the world of aviation
When I joined EAA Chapter 322 over thirty-five
years ago, the likes of Mike Spence, Bill Keil and
Archie Kemp were prominent figures in the
organization, then very much centred at Grand
Central airfield. Among those who I met through
EAA was George Armstrong, a reserved individual
who also owned an Auster MkV like mine. At one
time we had five Austers in one row of T-hangars
at the airfield, including the two mentioned above;
Bill’s converted J1 Autocrat; Dave Dicken’s Auster
Arrow and Heinz Giese’s J1. I think George and I
first became acquainted thanks to a leaky Auster
fuel tank of which he had previous experience and
so he offered advice and took mine off to a
company in Johannesburg that could do the
necessary repairs.
In the years that followed we became good
friends, often attending EAA meetings and fly in
events together. One year we arranged to fly in
loose formation to the annual EAA Convention in
Margate via St Lucia. We met early one morning at
Ermelo and then did a leg to Vryheid so that I
could refuel. George had a belly tank which almost
doubled his range, but he would run it dry and give

Above - last flight together: John and George
airborne over the coast near Port Alfred

George over Lake St Lucia on a trip to the EAA
Convention at Margate in the late 1990s.
everyone anxious moments as he swopped over to
the main tank with the engine windmilling! The leg
from Vryheid to St Lucia provided some of the
most memorable flying of the trip as we flew
down the length of the lake. The following day we
flew to Richards Bay and Virginia (for further fuel
stops) before arriving in Margate. That last leg
allowed for a look at the WW2 gun emplacements
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on the bluff at Durban and a cheeky low-level
sneak past the then Louis Botha airport, hiding
behind the high dunes on the seaward side! The
return trip to the highveld didn’t go according to
plan and we found ourselves stuck at
Pietermaritzburg due to low cloud over the
escarpment. With the help of the local flying club
members, we became, together with several other
EAA members, temporary squatters in the club
house at Oribi airport. Amusing ourselves visiting
historical sites and museums in the town and
having endless braais back at the airfield didn’t
seem at all a bad lifestyle and we pondered
whether one could become aviation tramps right
across the country!
George, although an accountant by trade, was very
good with his hands and produced all sorts of
items in his workshop, including on a lathe, on
which he was a bit of a wizard in machining parts
from a variety of materials. He produced, from a
book, a beautiful clock from brass that worked on
a tilting bed across which would run a brass
marble in a zig-zag pattern. It was something that
could watch for ages as it operated. George also
tinkered on cars and motorcycles and at one stage
he bought one of the Hindustan trainers that Mike
Spence had in storage at Krugersdorp. In order to
re-skin it, he taught himself aircraft riveting and
did considerable work on the fuselage before
abandoning the project. I tapped into George’s
considerable technical knowledge when rebuilding
my 1935 Aeronca C3, to which George contributed
several machined parts and much riveting of
cowls. We also reassembled the mighty 40hp JAP
engine and then ran it on the veranda after being
fitted into the fuselage frame.

Happy days at Port Alfred: George and his Auster
MkV.
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When George retired from full time work, he
moved to Port Alfred and with him went his
Auster, based initially at Grahamstown and then
on the coast when a hangar became available.
Although he did the occasional freelance auditing
trip to Mali and the DRC, he became very content
with his new life in this small town. He was
working on a Matchless motorcycle and a 1947
Singer car when not helping the locals with bits for
their old cars. He joined the local Albany Car Club
which has its own museum in the town and
became club secretary and regular contributor to
the monthly newsletter. Despite much grumbling
about the red tape involved, he kept up his licence
and enjoyed flying the Auster along the stunning
coastal scenery and occasionally further afield,
such as in 2017 when I enticed him to fly up to
Queenstown for a vintage aircraft and car
gathering in honour of Allister Miller’s landing
there in WW1 and the opening of the Air School
memorial created by Mark Sahd.

The Auster J2 Arrow belonging to Steve Harris at
the 43 Air School pumps at Port Alfred.
Because my wife and I have spent our summer
holiday in the Eastern Cape for the past decade,
visiting George in Port Alfred became an annual
fixture. I had by this stage moved on to a Comper
Swift replica project and this complicated little
plane meant that I had to lean on George for the
making of many parts that required his knowledge
of British threads. On each trip, I would drop off
materials and some weeks or months later, the
parts would arrive in Pretoria by courier. George
made all manner of items for the Swift, including
brass locking nuts for all the bracing wires, with
both left and right-hand threads. “Payment” for

View from the Auster Arrow near the Fish River
mouth.
services rendered was by way of aviation books,
which meant that George built up a fair collection.
Visits to Port Alfred almost always included a local
flight in George’s Auster. He would have some new
geographical or historical site to show me. On one
flight we flew up the Fish River with its frontier
wars connotations and then to the site of a famous
railway disaster near Grahamstown. It was great to
have someone with whom to share an interest in
both flying and history. In January of this year,
thanks to the kindness of Steve Harris, George and
I were able to fly his Auster J2 Arrow up the coast
towards East London. This was destined to be our
last flight together.

The beauty of the coastline at dawn
A few months later, George was due to go in for
heart surgery in Port Elizabeth. A few days before
that we had spoken over the phone and he had
again threatened to give up flying. As always, I
urged him not to and said he should press on for at
least another thirty years. He joked that this would
put him at over a hundred, to which I replied that

he shouldn’t aim low and we had a good chuckle.
As it turned out, a few days later he contracted
Covid, probably in hospital, and returning to Port
Alfred didn’t survive the next week. His children,
Meghan and Robert were fortunately at his side at
the end. George had insisted on “no fuss” which
meant no funeral or memorial service. For my wife
and I, it was difficult not having a way to pay our
respects. But when it came to wrapping up the
flying side of George’s estate, I was asked to help
and this provided for some ways to bid farewell.
George and I had spoken on many occasions about
what should happen to his Auster when he
stopped flying. He seemed keen on the idea of it
going to the SAAF Museum branch at Port
Elizabeth airport and had made enquiries about
donating it to the Woodpecker Trust, set up among
local aviation enthusiasts when it seemed this
branch of the SAAF Museum might be closed. The
aim of the trust was to keep the collection going
under the custodianship of local volunteers. It has
remained intact as a “friends of the museum”
organization that does valuable work on
restoration projects and in manning the museum
on weekends. It was agreed that the Auster would
be donated to the Trust who will try and keep it
airworthy and in an authentic wartime colour
scheme. Three of the original Austers operated by
42 AOP Flight of the SAAF in Italy in the last
months of the war are still flying today. Mine is
based at Petit; a second one is in East London and
the third is the one that was owned by George. All
served in the air force until the early 1960s and
were then sold into civilian use.
Because the authority to fly documentation for
George’s Auster was due to expire in November, I
had to move quickly if the aircraft was going to be
delivered by air to Port Elizabeth. I had a weeklong
school holiday in early October, so that was the
window of opportunity. Air tickets to PE were duly
booked to allow us the full week in the Eastern
Cape, with the hope that there would be one good
day on which to make the flight. Arriving on
Saturday in the “windy city” on a Safair flight in
which we experienced the worst turbulence I’d
ever been through on an airliner approaching over
the bay, showed why Port Elizabeth had earned
that nickname. Disembarking from the 737, which
was actually rocking in the wind and looking at the
windsock which confirmed the “30 knots plus”
easterly wind, filled me with trepidation as to the
likelihood of being able to ferry a vintage light
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aircraft unless the conditions changed drastically.
The next day in Port Alfred I was assured that the
following Wednesday looked clear with a light
westerly wind. Hoping that the weather was
indeed going to play along, I set about spending
Monday looking over the aircraft and doing a test
flight at Port Alfred airfield. It hadn’t flown in six
months and wanted to check it out thoroughly. I
was particularly concerned to make sure I knew
how the fuel selector worked. As mentioned
earlier, this Auster has a belly tank and this means
that there is a stopcock on the cockpit floor.
Nobody knew which part of the lever was the
pointer for selecting a particular tank. With an
empty belly tank, establishing how the selector
worked could only be done by trial and error. This
meant much starting and running of the old
Lycoming which was somewhat reluctant to start
irrespective of which tank was supplying it with
fuel! This exercise required plenty of prop swinging
and it is just as well that one of my ex-school
pupils, who instructs at 43 Air School, arrived to
assist. The lowering cloud base cleared the circuit
of training aircraft (apparently IMC by their
standards) and so with my ex-pupil acting as
navigator, we went off on a test flight. I hasten to
add that his navigation skills were required mainly
to negotiate the myriad of taxiways and runways
at Port Alfred, which I am convinced is more
complex than Heathrow and since everything is
grass and demarcated with low poles, it takes
careful negotiating. We blasted off from the
shortest runway and were airborne very quickly, a
reminder that at the coast they have real air and
that all aircraft perform far better. Far more quickly
than expected we were climbing into the cloud
base, requiring corrective action. A quick circuit
over the Cowie River and I was given a second
reminder of the air density on the first landing
attempt as the Auster floated deep requiring a goaround. It has been some years since I have flown
circuits on the coast and I had forgotten how
different are the sea level flying characteristics of
an aircraft type in which I have hundreds of hours,
but mostly on the highveld.
The test flight revealed a few snags and so a few
hours that afternoon were devoted to tightening a
brake cable and sorting out the trim tab. Next day
was my birthday so we used this as an excuse to
take a mutual friend of George for lunch to our
traditional haunt, the Pig and Whistle in Bathurst.
Inevitably, the oldest inn in SA has an aviation
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Thea and John Illsley enjoying lunch with George at
the Pig & Whistle in Bathurst in January of this
year
connection, having been a favourite hang out for
WW2 trainees at 43 Air School. I had been
reminded of that earlier in the day when obtaining
all the airspace and radio frequencies for my flight
to Port Elizabeth from my very patient erstwhile
pupil over a Cappuccino. The air school in its
canteen has a pleasing set of relics on display from
the wartime training aircraft and personnel.

Some of the WW2 relics on display at 43 Air
School, which was a wartime training base
Thankfully Wednesday dawned as predicted by the
weather forecasters. An early start at the airfield
and we are greeted by a clear deep blue sky
flecked with cirrus clouds. My passenger for the
flight was a retired very senior British policeman
who had handled most of the winding up of
George’s estate on behalf of the family. The taxy
instructions from the Port Alfred tower (which
serves primarily the flying school) were mercifully
simple, involving a back track down one of the

Approaching Kenton on Sea at the start of the
flight down the coast

Peter Viner and John Illsley before departing Port
Alfred to ferry George’s Auster to PE
runways and so at least the start to the flight did
not involve too much use of the airfield diagram
which was clutched by my passenger should it be
required for a circuitous route to the threshold.
We were cleared for take off and keeping the twin
in the circuit in sight we doubled back over the
town. A waggle of wings over George’s home, for
the Auster to bid farewell and a few minutes later
the scattering of his ashes as we started down the
coast. It was the ultimate bittersweet moment: a
perfect morning for flying, a beautiful stretch of
coastline under the nose of the aircraft and having
to take leave of a good mate. It seemed so strange
and yet appropriate to be flying his aircraft from
the left seat for this purpose.

Departing Port Alfred for the Auster’s new home in
Port Elizabeth

The next objective was to safely deliver the Auster
to its new custodians. Apart from some turbulence
in the vicinity of Woody Cape, associated with the
cliffs, the flight to Algoa Bay was uneventful. With
a decent tailwind, the old bird was doing 95 knots,
which is great and we made good time skirting the
bay. Interesting to see Coega harbour from the air.

Over Coega harbour
Radio calls at various reporting points were done
by the book and the PE tower was very
accommodating to my non-transponder aircraft
when I entered their CTR. Join left hand downwind
over the soccer stadium; call base; call finals.
Textbook approach thus far. Have lost the required
altitude to put me nicely over the numbers and
then things start to get comedic. Two notches of
flap out and virtually no power and we are floating
down the runway at about 28 knots in ground
effect. With eight knots on the nose, an Auster at
sea level will do this and I have visions of floating
the entire length of the runway at what feels like a
walking pace; giving a sheepish wave to the
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controller and declaring an overshoot! Eventually,
ZU-AFT gives up flying and after one small bounce
we are down and able to clear the runway and
taxy past Boeings on the apron, feeling very
pleased with ourselves. Aim for the gate with all of
the cameras clicking away, follow the pretty
blonde girl who is marshalling us on to a grass
patch in the General Aviation section and we have
arrived at the new home of this veteran plane. It
felt, as we were trying to touch down, for all the
world like a reluctance by the Auster to accept that
it would no longer be based on the friendly grass
airfield of Port Alfred.

The Auster safely delivered to its new home, the
SAAF Museum in Port Elizabeth.
We were stood to a good breakfast on the
beachfront by members of the SAAF Museum and
the Woodpecker Trust, which went down very well
when assisted by a few ales. Later my new British
police friend and I would hire a car and drive back
to Port Alfred, retracing by road much of the route
we had flown just hours earlier. It had its
compensation: the countryside was covered in
carpets of wild flowers after the recent Spring
rains. A day’s research in the Allister Miller papers
with a view to writing his biography (watch this
space) and our time in Port Alfred was up.

The surviving wartime buildings from the satellite
airfield to 43 Air School, relics on a farm outside
Kenton.
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The stencilled inscription above the pub once
frequented by SAAF and RAF personnel during the
war, now restored by the farmer who owns the
buildings.
There was one more stop to be made as my wife
and I headed back to Port Elizabeth. George and I
had been planning to visit a site associated with
the wartime 43 Air School at Port Alfred. On a
farm outside Kenton is a set of buildings that had
been used on an auxiliary air strip during the war
as part of the Joint Air Training Scheme of the RAF
and SAAF. Unfortunately, at the start of the year,
we couldn’t obtain the contact details of the
farmer and so the visit never took place. Through
persistent enquiries in recent months, I found the
name of the farmer and obtained permission to
call in and view the historic wood and red brick
buildings. All credit to the landowner who had
saved the two buildings and sympathetically
restored them to retain the air force crest above
the fire-place and a stencilled inscription above
the bar. This out station would have seen use by
Oxfords and Ansons, as well as the target tugs,
typically Fairey Battles which towed the target
drogues. It seemed a fitting conclusion to a trip to
say farewell to my friend and fellow Auster throttle
bender of many years standing.
Thanks George for many happy memories and may
you be even now tinkering in that great hangar in
the sky. RIP

John Illsley at the fireplace in the WW2 buildings, a
site which he had planned to visit with George
Armstrong.

Meeting an Old Friend

50 Years On
By Brian Appleton

Grass Roots Airfield, Cato Ridge
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During deep Covid lock down of May 2020, my
friend Jon Adams gave me a call. Mentioning that
he had been doing some cleaning up and had
found his RAF logbook. Jon being a man of few
words got to the point of the call right away.
“What is the serial number of your chipmunk”
asked Jon. My reply WP871.
Dead silence and after a long pause,
Jon
breathlessly said, you will not believe this but that
is the Chipmunk I went solo on, fifty years ago at
RAF Church Fenton.

After a few minutes we made out way to the office
of the hangar where we had a cup of tea with
double sugar for Jon. We looked at the logbook,
found the original entry entered fifty years ago –
January 9th, 1971.
Now the next shocker. We had arranged that we
would wear flying overalls for this occasion. Jon

Now what are the chances of the 1150 Chipmunks
produced in the UK, Jon would have gone solo on
the one that found its way to South Africa and
under my curatorship.
Jon only flew this aircraft just once, the day he
went solo.
After the wow, can’t believe that, what are the
chances of this, we moved quickly to the next
logical question, Jon when would you like to fly her
again?
I could feel the excitement and trepidation over
the phone. I suggested that we fly on a suitable
anniversary. As fate played its first card, now it
played its second card. We waited many months
for the renewal of the paperwork. Of course, now
that the aircraft was on the ground for almost 6
months, as aircrafts do, she now went technical.
This problem took a few months to fix.
Every time Jon and I met, the question was asked
when are we going to fly?

Jon’s original flying boots that he wore on the day
he went solo!

Finally, the G-ds were kind to us, aircraft
paperwork in order and the machine all working,
again I asked Jon for a suitable date.
The 11th of the 11th and at the 11th hour was
chosen.

opened his kit bag and produced a still shiny pair
of boots. Yes, these were his original flying boots
that he had worn on the day he went solo all those
years ago. His overall was the same as worn on
that special day as well and yes, he can still fit into
it. So decked out in his original RAF kit we again
approached the chipmunk for the pre-flight.

The day finally arrived, I am always early for
arrangements, but Jon beat me to the airport by
half an hour. As we walked across the apron our
conversation fell into silence. There was no doubt
that Jon was filled with emotion as he approached
an old friend after fifty years.
I just kept quiet and my distance, I watched this
man go back to his twenties in his thoughts, I felt
the emotion of his first solo and I looked on as he
put his hands on WP871 and caressed her gently.
This was a very special moment as I would not call
Jon a sentimental man.
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Pre-flight done, it was time for a few photos to be
taken and then Jon got into the front cockpit.
(This is where the pupil would sit) Another few
minutes of silence and stillness passed as Jon went
back fifty years in this mind. Same boots, same
flying suite but this time no parachute.
We did a familiarization briefing and then I primed
our steed and strapped into the back cockpit.
Now please understand that besides the paint job,
this aircraft is as original as the day it left the
service of the RAF. One change is that when it was

last flown by Jon, it had the original Coffman shot
gun starter. Later an electric starter was installed
by the RAF.
So the starter button was pressed and WP871
burst into life. Again, there was an emotional
pause while Jon was absorbed in memories.
Taxi clearance received and off we went. Well, it
was as if he had taxied the aircraft only the other
day. We got to the holding point, run-ups done
and now it was time to enter runway 35. Jon had
been muttering that he was apprehensive about
how he is going to fly the aircraft which is totally
understandable. I could feel his apprehension and
it was time to give power. Power was given and
yes, we did drift a little each side of the centre
line.
In no time we were airborne and
immediately I could feel that Jon had competent
control of the aircraft as we drifted over the purple
jacaranda trees of the northern suburbs of
Johannesburg.

We flew around for about an hour and then it was
time to return to Rand Airport.
Jon had done all the flying and again I could sense
that he was understandably tensing up for the
landing. I gave him a little patter on the approach,
and he did a greaser of a landing.
We stopped outside the hangar, cut the engine
and we just sat in silence.
What are the chances of such an event and what
an event.
Jon’s last flight as a fully licenced Pilot was 8th
December 1978 in a HS 125. Unfortunately, he
was laid low with a cancer scare and his licence
was suspended but he managed to beat the Big C.
Well done.
Written by Brian Appleton November 2021

Brian Appleton and Jon Adams
Being such an auspicious day we had another
mission to complete. At the 11th hour, we flew
over one of the MOTH retirement villages. This
was special as the carpark was full of senior
members of the society all waving at us. Certainly
a lump in the throat moment.

FLY-IN FLY-IN FLY-IN FLY-IN FLY-IN
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103 Solo & the Ruckus
The 103 Solo, first announced by Just Aircraft in
2017, will be manufactured by their sister
company Top Rudder Aircraft LLC in Seneca, South
Carolina. Two versions will be produced, the Part
103 compliant “103 Solo” and the “Ruckus”.
The 103 Solo in its standard form meets Part 103
compliance. The kit, minus engine, propellor and
avionics sells for $15 000 or $22 000 complete.
Plans are also afoot to supply ready to fly aircraft.
The Solo is a single seat aircraft with standard stick
and rudder controls. It’s a highwing designed for
bush flying and is powered by the Polini Thor 250
engine. Empty weight is 250 lbs. and gross 550 lbs.
Wingspan is 28,4 ft and length is 17,5 ft.

The Rotax 582 powered Ruckus
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The Polini Thor 38hp powered 103 Solo
Rotation speed on the Solo is 28 mph and
maximum speed is 54 mph at 37 hp on the Polini
motor. The Solo stalls at 24 mph. Fuel
consumption is a tame 2 gallons per hour, giving a
2h30 minute range on it’s 5 gallon fuel tank.
What’s the Ruckus?
For those wanting some more excitement, they
also offer the Ruckus, not 103 compliant. This
aircraft has improved take off and landing
performance and features slats, flaperons,
Beringer brakes, larger bush style tyres and is
powered by a Rotax 60hp 582 motor.

“Add a Rotax 582”, company owner Troy Woodland
says “to this lightweight aircraft and you’ll feel like
you are sitting atop of a NASA rocket!” While
Rotax no longer manufactures the 582, there are
many used ones lying around and spares are
readily available.
The Ruckus kit price is around $19 000, add
engine, prop and avionics and for $30 000 you
have your own personal bush plane!

Slats and Flaperons on the Ruckus
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static thrust with a propeller of 160cm*
The consumption is only of 3 litres per hour at
4500 rpm, that corresponds to 30 kg of static
thrust, medium range at level flight.
Thor 303 is available in 3 versions:
Thor 303 with Manual “Flash starter”
Thor 303 with electric starter+ Manual “Flash
starter”
.
Thor 303 Dual Spark
Dual Spark nine has been designed to satisfy the
highest aeronautic safety standards. It is supplied
with electric starter+ Manual “Flash starter” and it
is equipped with 2 CDI and 2 independent and
redundant ignitions.

Engine options have long been one of the biggest
issues of Part 103 aircraft, having to meet tight
weight limitations - the trade off between
horsepower, weight and reliability. However, a
relatively new option to the light-weight engine
market has contributed to achieving the desired
weight reduction. This engine, designed by Polini
Thor in Italy, was primarily used by powered
parachute operators, a light enough motor that
could be strapped to a persons back. Polini Thor
have over the past few years introduced new more
powerful designs, perfect for powering a small
single seat aircraft.
A good engine for Part 103 should produce an
honest 35+ hp, be light-weight, reliable and have
dual ignition. It also should be economical so that
maximum flight time can be achieved from the
Part 103 5 gallon tanks. Not only does the 2 Stroke
Polini Thor fit all these criteria, but it also runs a
smooth as 4 stroke!
The following description was taken off the Polini
Thor website, please excuse the “Italian English”!
Polini THOR 303
This is the engine of the Thor family with the
biggest displacement with cylinder, crankshaft,
carburetor, air box, CDI and exhaust system
completely
redesigned
to
grant
better
performance
and
flight
safety.
With 38hp at 8000 rpm, Thor 303 offers 120 kg of
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Flight Safety
Thor 303 is the result of 3 years of hard work,
design and tests both on the Polini modern testing
benches and of our professional Italian and
international pilots. An accurate work that doesn’t
stop after the production, when every single
engine is tested and inspected before delivering it.
The Cylinder
The cylinder has been designed and manufactured
for the specific aeronautic use by exploiting the
best modern technology. The real displacement is
281cc with 76mm bore and 62mm stroke. The
cylinder has 5 transfers to give precise and
performance and at all rpm, giving smooth and
powerful output able to offer more than 120kg of
static thrust with 160cm* propeller installed.
.The head is designed with a special combustion
chamber that make the flame front faster.

This carburetor can be equipped with the Polini
starter control, which is essential to start the
engine safely.
.
Thanks to all these advantages, together with the
different settings options, Dell’orto carburetor
satisfies all the pilots needs, thanks to the high
precision levels, smoothness and power output.
To carry it: the carburetor is equipped with a
proper valve to drain all the fuel it contains, to
position it horizontally to avoid fuel leakage.

The Muffler
From the experience achieved during the
years, the new 2 stroke exhaust system has been
designed to enhance the performance and to grant
low noise. Compact and light, it was subjected to
long tests and research to find the perfect union
between expansion and gas flows: the result is a
muffler that assures a stable and progressive
power output at all the rpm.
. .
The installation and the spherical coupling system
allow free movements, eliminating any vibrations
thus extending the life of the muffler.

The Carburetor
The new Thor303 is equipped with Dell’Orto VHST
28mm carburetor.
.
The carburetor technology makes the engine less
sensible to environmental changes connected to
atmospheric pressure, humidity and air pressure,
thus granting more stability to latitude/longitude
and height variations and minimizing the setting
sections.
.

Airbox
Thor 303 is equipped with an air filter which is the
result of a deep fluid dynamic study that has the
aim to optimize the air speed inside it to grant the
perfect pressure to feed the carburetor at every
rpm. By reproducing a S circuit that stabilizes the
turbulences, the new filter lets a linear, sweet and
constant output. It is possible to open and check
it; inside there is a supporting frame for its filtering
carpet made of polyurethane foam with open cells
of 30 PPI (holes per inch): this supporting frame
has been designed to have a fixing able to prevent
the carpet from moving or collapsing on it.
Furthermore the filter cage can be opened in a half
through two screws to be easier to replace it
during standard servicing.
Cooling system and water pump
Thor 303 cooling is granted by a 18-component
compact radiator with reduced size of 355x200mm
with
expansion
tank.
The cap is provided with a 1,4 bar valve to let the
system self-regulate the expansion of the liquid
inside it without weighting on other parts. Liquid
flow is made by a specific mechanic pump of
30mm positioned on the countershaft. This system
keeps the cylinder temperature under control in all
the applications, thus granting a longer use of the
engine and avoids overheating. With a great care
to the design the blue silicone pre-shaped pipes,
customized “Polini Thor” grant longer life.
The engine is also equipped with a thermostat to
avoid temperature going under 60°
Reed Valve
The engine is equipped with reed valve with direct
intake in the engine crankcase. The reed valve,
designed by Polini R&D department, has been
conceived to optimize the performance. This result
can be achieved thanks to the use of 6 carbon
fibre reeds with calibrated elasticity to react
uniformly at all RPM.
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This carburetor can be equipped with the Polini
starter control, which is essential to start the
engine safely.
.
Thanks to all these advantages, together with the
different settings options, Dell’orto carburetor
satisfies all the pilots needs, thanks to the high
precision levels, smoothness and power output.
To carry it: the carburetor is equipped with a
proper valve to drain all the fuel it contains, to
position it horizontally to avoid fuel leakage.
Airbox
Thor 303 is equipped with an air filter which is the
result of a deep fluid dynamic study that has the
aim to optimize the air speed inside it to grant the
perfect pressure to feed the carburetor at every
rpm. By reproducing a S circuit that stabilizes the
turbulences, the new filter lets a linear, sweet and
constant output. It is possible to open and check
it; inside there is a supporting frame for its filtering
carpet made of polyurethane foam with open cells
of 30 PPI (holes per inch): this supporting frame
has been designed to have a fixing able to prevent
the carpet from moving or collapsing on it.
Furthermore the filter cage can be opened in a half
through two screws to be easier to replace it
during standard servicing.
Cooling system and water pump
Thor 303 cooling is granted by a 18-component
compact radiator with reduced size of 355x200mm
with
expansion
tank.
The cap is provided with a 1,4 bar valve to let the
system self-regulate the expansion of the liquid
inside it without weighting on other parts. Liquid
flow is made by a specific mechanic pump of
30mm positioned on the countershaft. This system
keeps the cylinder temperature under control in all
the applications, thus granting a longer use of the
engine and avoids overheating. With a great care
to the design the blue silicone pre-shaped pipes,
customized “Polini Thor” grant longer life.
The engine is also equipped with a thermostat to
avoid temperature going under 60°
Reed Valve
The engine is equipped with reed valve with direct
intake in the engine crankcase. The reed valve,
designed by Polini R&D department, has been
conceived to optimize the performance. This result
can be achieved thanks to the use of 6 carbon
fibre reeds with calibrated elasticity to react
uniformly at all RPM.
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Engine Crankcase
Thor 303 crankcases are die cast in aluminium with
high siliceous content: thanks to this alloy and to
the production process during all the phases
(starting from the foundry, passing through the
painting, to the mechanical working on
sophisticated CNC machines), it is possible to
achieve stable and long lasting mechanical
performance matched to a reduced weight.
The design of the crankcases has been optimized
to be essential and reinforced where more
stressed, increasing the TBO up to 400 hours.
Crankshaft
The choose of the best steels and thermic
treatment together with a perfect centering,
eliminates vibrations due to unbalancing that
during the time should drive to premature worn or
structural
failure.
Thanks to the CNC machines and to the use of
measuring tools of last generation, the dimensions
stay inside pre-arranged tolerances. Moreover the
bearings are of very high quality and are placed on
the coil and crankcase.

Countershaft, gear and clutch
In the front crankcase there is the housing of the
centrifugal clutch system, the mechanical
reduction and the balancing countershaft, all in oil
bath.
The centrifugal clutch allows the propeller to be
static when the engine is to minimum rpm and
maximizes the safety for the pilot in the pre-flight
stages.
.
The new Thor 303 engine is supplied with two
different propeller reduction: 2.8 (recommended
for 140cm propellers) and 3.2 ( for propellers
bigger than 140cm).
.

The mechanical gear has helicoidal teeth: this
system inverts the revolution way of the propeller
respect to the crankshaft, softening the
overturning torque.
.
The balancing shaft reduces the vibrations coming
from the unbalancing generated by the piston
swinging that, passing through the BDC and TDC,
moves the mass at every single rotation circle of
the engine, thus granting the maximum flying
comfort.
Electronic Ignition
The capacitive electronic ignition is controlled by a
CDI designed for Thor 303 engine. The CDI
automatically adjusts the engine advance
depending on the rpm., thus grating an easy start
and smooth and ready power output.
THOR 303 DUAL SPARK
This model has two completely independent and
redundant ignition systems, managed by 2 CDI, 2
stators, 2 coils and 2 spark plugs that grant better
performance and more safety when using it.
The standard capacitive electronic ignition is
matched to a second ignition that read the signal
through a dedicated pick-up and send it to the
secondary CDI, that controls coil and secondary
spark plugs.

Swap – 50% share in house at
Hartbeespoort Dam with toys
for aircraft
The deal would be a 50% share in the below
Unit 128 Lakeland estate, 4 Bed 3 bath free
standing home (Value R1,8 mil)
Odyssey 650 v8 speed boat (value R800,000)
Seadoo 260 Jet ski (Value R200,000)
2 x boat lockers (Value +- R200,000)
All water toys + furniture ( Value +- R200,000)
Essentially everything in the pictures is included
and a viewing can be arranged anytime.
I’m open to full or partial ownership in a Sling 2
or 4 with cash difference in either direction.
In the perfect world I would like 50% in a sling 4
and then the cash difference to be paid to me.

Mounting System
Polini Motori has decided to maintain the same
fixing points on all Thor engines. Manufacturers
may produce a frame that can house the entire
range of Thor engines, thus reducing significantly
production
costs
and
timing.
Pilots can replace the Thor engine without
replacing
or
modifying
the
frame.
As for the entire range of Thor engine, Thor
303 too is sold together with all the parts
necessary to install it, already assembled and
ready to be assembled on the frame very easily.
For the model with electric starter of DS the
engine is supplied with electric wiring and plug
and play battery.
Price
Euro 3 080
With Electric Start Euro 3 490
https://www.polinithor.com/en/

Contact Travis van Zyl Cell 082 3337 293
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AIRCRAFT WANTED OR
FOR SALE – Blue Sky Aircraft Sales
For more information or an appointment
to view please contact Irene 082 446
1393

VNAV LEATHER

Finest quality handmade leather flight
bags for the connoisseur pilot and
earthbound humans. Navigate your life
vertically with VNAV Leather products.
https://vnav.co.za

50% DISCOUNT FOR EAA MEMBERS!
Experienced Grade 2 ME IF Instructor

Whether for ab-initio or advanced training,
Multi-engine or IF, I am available to assist you at
half my normal rate.
Own or aircraft hire is possible.
Bush flying courses and flying safaris catered for.
Contact Tony Kent on 082 442 0866 for more
information, or check out my website
http://www.tonykentflying.co.za
or Facebook - Tony Kent Flying
This page is for the purpose of supporting our
members who can offer a service related to
aviation. If you would like to advertise please
send your ad to contact.eaasa@gmail.com
Members only and “aviation“ related!
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2018 Zenith CH640

1976 Beechcraft Baron B55

1942 Harvard

2005 Jabiru 430 in showroom condition

Piper J5/PA 112 Cub

FOR SALE
High Volume Low Pressure (HVLP) Spray Painting
System
Axis High Volume Low Pressure (HVLP) spray
painting system. Includes Axis turbine box with
spare (new) air filter, hose, Lex Air bottom feed
spray gun with 0.7 and 1.4 mm nozzles.
Reason for sale: Completed project (full homebuilt aircraft paint job), not required anymore
Price:
R6500 (new price $875 – excluding
shipment and import duties)
Other information: In full working order. Gun
external chrome finish flaking in a few places,
internal bores, needles and nozzle still very good.
Ideal for aircraft home-built project but can be
used for any project large or small. One needle
specifically suited to polyurethane paints, the
other for paint systems like PolyTone.
For full details see Axis’s site – www.axispro.com
(tabs: Axis HVLP paint sprayer and HVLP paint
spray guns). Fantastic finish with minimal paint
waste and system is portable. High transfer
efficiency rate means minimal overspray.
Contact Jan van der Spuy call 083 3271943
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FOR SALE
Whelan LED Parmetheus Plus Par 36 14v Landing
Light
2 x 11-400 × 5 8 ply Tyres with Tubes
3/4" Engine Crankcase Oil Breather
Contact Alan Evan-Hanes +27 83 325 5654
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